
Laughs and Cheers on the Final Day of Milan 

5 days of Milan have surely passed by very quickly, and they say time always seems short when 

you’re enjoying yourself. The audience had a rollercoaster time, as the shows on stage left their 

minds blown. 

The Mime and Variety Show was the biggest event of the day from the drama domain, as the teams 

from different colleges battled it out on the stage in the T.P Ganesan Auditorium in the morning. Just 

actions and expressions were enough to captivate the audience, as the lack of words only amplified 

the experience. The literary domain conducted a Pattimandram for the love of Tamil debate on the 

final day, as the fierce exchange of words in Tamil was a treat to watch. Creative Arts and Funzone 

conducted a vast number of fun events same as the other days on the Tech Park Avenue, along with 

a Mask Making competition to see who could make a mask worthy of applause. The use of colours in 

innovative ways for the masks was the highlight of the event, as unexpected sets of colours were 

used to create eye-catching effects.  

The last major show of Milan, the Comedy Show, kicked off from 4 PM at the T.P Ganesan 

Auditorium. Rahul Subramanian and Sorabh Pant were the stars of the show, as the goal was to 

make Milan memorable as the participants set off with happy hearts and joyful memories. Rahul 

Subramanian was all over the stage, as he had a fun time himself while entertaining the audience. 

Sorabh Pant delivered his jokes with subtlety, as almost every word he uttered had a deeper joke 

involved. The show ended around 6 PM, as the valedictory function followed. 

The Valedictory function was presided over by none other than one of the actresses of the upcoming 

Tamil film “Iruttu Araiyil Murattu Kuththu”, Yashika Aannand. After the opening formalities, the 

winners of some events from the music, dance, drama and fashion domains performed for the 

whole audience, as the entire show was a treat to watch. A few prizes for events were distributed, 

and in the end, the mementoes for the conveners and some hard-working members of the 

organizing team were given away by the Chief Guest.  

The day ended with some confused emotions, as the organizing team felt both happiness and 

sadness - happiness due to seeing the efforts put in come to realization, and sadness for the end of a 

beautiful journey. Memories were made during these 5 days, to be cherished for the years to come.  
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